Agroincubator
Economic environment for launching, supporting and
developing farm projects.
http://agro.ink/
Mission
Agroincubator is economic environment, technology platform and business
infrastructure, responsible for stimulating farming entrepreneurship around
the world to meet the growing needs for quality food of the population of the
Earth.

Agroincubator gives everyone equal opportunities.
Starting his way in Agroincubatore (the environment closed from external
threats), a farmer without the mess can start his own business and provide
for his family. Agroincubator thus it offers a lot of opportunities for
personal growth and development of the farmer's business from subsidiary
farming or mikro farm to a serious regional player.
570 000 000 farmers around the world produce daily tens of millions of tons
of good and clean foodstuffs for 7 billion people, but they receive no more
than 10% of that heavily inflated value paying by consumers on the
supermarket counter. 90% is stayed in the pockets of a large army of trade
intermediaries like banks, taxes and insurance companies, logistics due to the
numerous traffic between trade repartitions.
Agroincubator develops an online platform for cooperation:
• investment platform with project startup models to choose from;
• typical farms ready for launch, regardless of the level of knowledge of the
farmer;
• support farmers with productivity guarantee and no additional cost;
• collection and recording of product data at all stages of production for the
normalization and planning of farm operations
• marketing models and channels of farm products directly to consumers;
• an internal trading platform and a logistics selection system;
• smart contracts’ kit for trade and investment transactions;
• multilingual knowledge and experience base;
• system for protecting business ideas and guaranteeing royalties;
• exchange of projects and the investor's office with portfolio projects’
activity rates and the state of accounts.

All these modules Agroincubator implements on the basis of a single global
cooperative social network
Farmers will have direct access to suppliers of resources, technologies,
knowledge and will increase their profits by reducing costs of raw materials,
production, logistics and commercial costs, and obtaining direct access to
consumers.
The Agroincubator platform initiates and integrates agricultural, consumer
and production cooperatives around the world and becomes the basis for
sustainable future agriculture, meeting the needs of the growing population
of the earth.
Implementation phases:
Phase 1. Company registration, token and smart contract, investor's office
Phase 2. Tokensail. Running the first niches. Beta version and additional
functionality
Phase 3. Farmer Support System. Expansion of the number of niches.
Marketplace.
Phase 4 Expanding the network of cooperatives. A complete release of the
basic functionality. Alpha version of the commodity exchange. Investment
fund. International expansion.
Tokens
Two types of tokens are planned to be used:
AI Share (AIS)
AI Share - - this is the right to own the asset. In other words, if
you own AI Share, you can or already have a stake in one or
more projects that are running on the AI platform. Some
shares can bring you income, and some do not, but if the
project is successful, you as an owner of the shares receive
additional income from the increase in the cost / income of
the project / company.
AI Cash (AIC)
AI Cash - means of purchase and sale of products and in the
economic system. This is a general means of exchange, a
transaction equivalent, which indicates the presence of one
party's obligation to purchase and sell transactions over
another when buying goods and services. AIC can be accrued
when starting projects as gratitude, but they can not be
exchanged for ownership of shares in the project.

Fund-raising plan

February-March 2018 Base cost of
the token $ 0.05
Discount when recording in whitelist
before February 1, 2018 -70%
Discount when buying a token on a
closed round of 50%

May 2018
Base cost of the token $
0.05
Discount when buying a
token 25%

Project economics
Project sources of income:
•commission from transactions;
•income from portfolio projects;
•"Dividends" on tokens.
Reinvestment of revenues in the development of the project and cash
security of farmers. Reinvestment of revenues in the development of the
project and provision of farmers. Creating a strategic reserve fund resources.
Redemption of tokens, who wish to sell them
Project founders
Asker Askerov. Entrepreneur, an analyst with 14 years of experience. He has
been working with agricultural markets for 7 years and is well acquainted
with the problems of farmers. Participates in the implementation of the
project "Farmer's Duck".
Kirill ChegodaevThe entrepreneur, was engaged in the supply of equipment
for farmers. Organized and successfully implemented a project to produce
farm products. Has launched the Farm Duck project

